In this paper, we define and design the Streaming service based on cloud computing. And we describe the various function and security function to StraaS service. Specially, we introduce KS-MMA and SIES as security function for streaming service and cloud computing.
Introduction
The recent IT issues include Cloud Computing and Big Data, and the Industry-UniversityInstitute collaborations are actively going on. Cloud Computing has risen as new paradigm in computing environment area, and Big Data has become a new issue by active social networking. The services over these two areas are just the streaming service. Many problems related to Big Data are newly emerging by the streaming service and for solving these problems we would design the streaming service based on Cloud Computing.
This research sets the goal on the StraaS design supporting the streaming service based on the Cloud Computing. The searchable code system is the technique which can make search data without decoding of encoded data. The searchable code systems have researched as the solution of problems appearing when personal information stored in exterior spaces
Recently reported personal information leaks like customer information disclosure of the company database and personal photos in individual homepages, the security about the data stored in exterior spaces becomes an issue. The security concern in exterior spaces differs from the past when people managed their own data using personal separated storage space. It's because basically the data owner and the storage manager are separated. The access control and the key management systems mainly used for data protection in the database are good for blocking foreign invaders. Though they fundamentally can't protect stored data from reading by the owner of the storage.
Chapter 2 describes relative studies about Big Data, Cloud Computing and Scale out. Chapter 3 designs StraaS service based on Cloud Computing, Chapter 4 describes the security of StraaS service, and Chapter 5 applications and business models of StraaS, and the brief conclusion. 
Cloud Computing Paradigm
Every year Gartner [2] group announces 10 strategy techniques of next year, and the most potential strategy technique for next 3 years. The recent trend is shown in Figure 3 .
Figure 3. Value Creation of Big Data
Cloud computing is the computing environment that virtualizes and integrates computer resources and is assigned resources as much as user need be and then makes share data easily.
The emergence of cloud service is basically changing the IT economics again. By the standardization and integration of IT resources the cloud techniques make many manual works automated.
The cloud architecture supports flexible consume, self services and pay per use model. Besides the cloud supports in three parts as below and they help the achievement of large scale economics by bringing the core IT infra to the big scale data center.
• supply side reduction: Cost per server of the big scale data center is reduced.
• Demand side count: Total demands for computing make good progress in overall fluctuations and make high the use of server.
• multitenancy efficiency: When changed to the multitenant application program model, the amount of tenants (ex. customers or users) increase and the cost for application program administration and server per tenant is reduced.
The service for cloud computing is called IaaS, PaaS and SaaS, sometimes XaaS by the specific task X. If the specific task is Database, it's DaaS (Database as a Service). If Network, it's NaaS (Network as a Service). This study named StraaS the meanin g of Streaming as a Service.
Scale Out Technique for Streaming Services
Nowadays mass contents from social networks, personal data sharing & backup, IPTV and Video streaming services targeting millions users all over the world increase and also atypical data traffic explodes according to increase of mobile equipment . Accordingly a new foothold in the storage market is prepared. Big Data is the atypical data based on unpredictable exploding files, and one of the storage techniques for the good management of this is the Scale out technique. The scale out technique has appeared to fulfill the necessary performance requirements, which contrasts to the scale up technique. The scale up is the technique adding storage resources by performance demand. However up to certain scale it can raise the capacity but the performance is tied up or degenerated. On the contrary the scale out is the technique expanding separated system linearly by performance requirements and it can expand whenever performance and capacity is needed. A lot of storage companies have released the storage using the scale out technique, though we have to check if the real scale out technique applied or not.
For example the products applied only clustering techniques to many RAID storage systems or only utility techniques to the environment made up of limited expanded file systems and volumes are not sufficient for the Scale out storage. The fundamental concept of the scale out storage is linear expansion of performances, volumes, and throughput by adding storage resources without service interruption. However the structure showing as one file system by simply combining many volumes can be complicated in the big data environment with exploding data in the aspect of not only the limit of the storage volume and performance but also management.
Technique Trend of Searchable Encryption System
In searchable encryption system (SES), the subject of information referred the document. That is, the document is the information users want to hide. Henc e, the user provides information on a server to retrieve documents is called a keyword. In general, the data contained in the document as a set of keywords is defined as Eq. 1:
The searchable encryption system consisting of four steps is pictured in Figure 4 .
Figure 4. Basic Structure of Searchable Encryption System
The searchable encryption systems of personal information stored in external storage space that occur as a workaround for the many problems have been studied until now. As shown in Figure 5 , SES of the users' encryption keys can be classified into public key and private key. 
Design of StraaS
Providing streaming services using Cloud Computing base and the data processing technique is named StraaS (Streaming as a Service) as shown in Figure 6 .
Figure 6. Concept Diagram of StraaS

The System Design of Streaming as a Service
StraaS supports the security over the cloud computing infra computing, networking, and storage resources of existing streaming service and it means providing data processing technology for various services. The system structure for the streaming service gets the diagram of Figure 8 from IPO model of Figure 7 . IPO model is the data processing diagram made up of input, processing, storage and output for processing data into the information. 
Transcoding of Media
StraaS carries out the data center role of the streaming media. It recognizes various streaming medium from many places and resources of the device consuming streaming media and offers real time conversion of proper streaming media format using Cloud Computing resources. The conversion of streaming media is developed by GStremer tools [8] , and the open source and the overview of GStreamer is shown in the figure 10. 
Index and Pattern Information
The SIES of StraaS extracts the image keyword and 1st index in steaming media by Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) technique as shown in Figure 11 . In Figure 11 , the poster cut is the collection of image keywords. The extracted images are called image keywords because each image in such an image array is referenced by one index or address of one part of streaming media. And the access control of poster cut needs user's authentication. Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the encryption and decryption process of streaming media by 1st key and 2nd key groups. And Figure 8 shows the poster cut area for image keyword extraction on streaming media by CBIR technique. CBIR is the application of computer vision techniques to the image retrieval problem, that is, the problem of searching for digital images in large databases. "Content-based" means that the search will analyze the actual contents (refer to colors, shapes, textures, or any other information) of the image rather than the metadata such as keywords, tags, and/or descriptions associated with the image. 
Save/Backup -Scale Out Shoring Place of the Cloud Storage
The saving and backup of StraaS largely subdivides into primary and secondary saving. Primary place is for offering services, while secondary place is for backup.
(1) Primary save -storage for services It's the primary storage for offering StraaS services and uses Azure of MS, the public cloud and taking computing, storage and networking for the streaming service.
StraaS services uses Azure of MS, the public cloud as the primary storage and takes computing, storage and networking for the streaming service.
(2) Secondary save -storage for archive. The streaming media not used for a while operates backup and other provisioning functions using Private Cloud based on self developed open source and builds Private Cloud using OpenStack [9] , the open source of cloud computing systems.
The Network and Provisioning Function
Describe the networking and provisioning function of StraaS.
(1) Network function In order to support smooth management of StraaS, the network resources are more important than cloud computing resources.
(2) Provisioning function Provisioning functions for smooth management of StraaS are largely computing and storage resources.
Security of StraaS
In the present computing environment the encoding is much more important than ever before.
More and more applications and protocols protect the system from malicious attacks using the encoding technique. The encoding guards saved or transferring data, creates personal information, checks data integrity, protect contents from any use without permission, operates the payment system, builds double certification and prevents wiretapping.
The powerful encoding protects confidentialness of information and proofs the legality of user, streaming services or messages. In case of weak encoding companies may have resources and secrets stolen or fall behind in the competition.
The security services of StraaS are as below.
• encoding/ decoding of streaming media
• division/ duplication of streaming media
• KS-MMA & SIES
encoding/decoding and division/duplication
All the streaming medium transferred to the StraaS data center are encoded and duplicated in the container way, and then dispersed and saved in the Scale out storage. The encoding/ decoding of streaming media needs a lot of computing resources. The strength of StraaS service is real time handling of the encoding/ decoding using abundant computing resources of the Cloud infra.
Figure 15. Encryption and Division/Duplication of Streaming Media
(1) The encryption of streaming media The encoding is performed to prevent any use of streaming media without permission. Because creating part and saving/ administrating part of streaming media are separated, the decoding of encoded streaming media is possible only by a mutual agreement, when multilateral adjustment certification is used.
(2) The dispersion and duplication of streaming media To prevent the loss of streaming media in divided containers, it's duplicated and saved separately.
(3) Image search and decoding of streaming media To prevent any use without permission and access control of streaming media, search and decoding is performed only in case of certification and access control by KS-MMS. When the certification is completed and the authority is given, image search of streaming media without decoding becomes possible by searchable image encoding system. Encoded streaming media is divided, duplicated and saved separately, and for the case of fail in the first search only when the second search of duplicated dispersed saved streaming media, perfect decoding of streaming media can be completed.
Multilateral Adjustment Certification of Streaming Data
In the general access control of streaming media (A) or (B) in figure16 will take majority cases, and these cases have problems like privacy in the aspect of security, DRM (Digital Rights Management), distribution and charge of digital contents. These problems not ending in the first hand, secondary and tertiary ramifications have occurred, what becomes social issues. The proposal for solving these problems is as shown in Figure 17 . The encoded streaming media saved separately in the StraaS data center should be integrated and encoded to the container. The encoded streaming media decoded through the key creation by the multilateral matching certification and it roles as in figure 17. In the multilateral matching certification, the key for decoding will be created through the agreement of random user, and that's shown in Figure 18 .
The multilateral adjustment certification system is entrusted the authority by KS-MMA and creates the key for decoding and access control, even though the majority of users among all the consulted users don't agree. For the system management user certification is needed and users are assigned ID and relevant role. Also assigned ID uses multilateral adjustment as the certification process for the authority of the upper role. If over 50% of the lower role make consultation, 2 out of 3 people agree as in Figure 1 , the certification is provided for the upper role. In the upper role's absence, by the agreement of ID2 and ID3 equivalent to over 50%, combining B and C of ID2 with A and C of ID3 can make confirm the upper role. 
Searchable Image Encryption System (SIES)
The proposed SIES has extended the streaming media and the image keyword from the document and the keyword in cloud computing. That is, SIES has redefined to extend Eq. 2 instead of Eq. 1 of SES.
Straming Media = {IMG 1 , IMG 2 , ···, IMG n }
It is able to search streaming media by image keyword from searching documentation. Additionally, the SIES can support the authentication and privacy of users.
Application Model of StraaS
We propose applications and business models using StraaS service and it's not restricted.
Expansion of Existing Service
EBS broadcasting offers educational streaming services and supports certain streaming media format based on PC and some tablets. Briefly we can raise the use of digital contents from EBS site, and provide added functions for digital media consume. For example in Apple's iPad2 to use streaming services we have to download the media from EBS site to our PC and then convert into the media format refreshable in iPad2. The converted media should be transferred to iPad2 through iTunes. StraaS can shorten these complicated process, and make various conversion suitable for PC, mobile, tablet and cellphone for the consume of streaming media using ontology in nearly real time.
Infra Integration Function of StraaS
Infra integration function of StraaS can make produce streaming media corresponding to the story about arbitrary entities by integrating created medium from devices capturing distributed images and videos in an area. Figure 19 is the diagram for the service using meta information of streaming media, and Figure 20 shows the applied example. 
Conclusion
This paper designed StraaS services supporting streaming services and security based on cloud computing. It defined Streaming as a Service (StraaS) for supporting streaming services based on Cloud Computing, and described various functions and security function for supporting StraaS service.
Especially as the security function for Cloud Computing and streaming service KS-MMA provides access control by multilateral adjustment certification and SIES is possible to provide privacy of streaming media.
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